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EXT. CENTURY TOWING - DAY

A tow service lot. Fleet of yellow trucks. To establish--

INT. OFFICE - CENTURY TOWING

TOW MANAGER at a cheap desk reads EMAIL.

Angle on MONITOR, new message: “Donation Pickup Request”

Clicks, reads, grins. Yells to an employee off-screen:

TOW MANAGER
Yo, Aaron! Got a junker for ya!

EXT. SUBURBAN STREET - LATER

SENTIMENTAL BOY (24) stands and watches Tow Truck Driver rig 
a 1997 HONDA ACCORD to his truck.

SENTIMENTAL BOY (V.O.)
But it was never a junker to me. 
That car saw just about every major 
moment of my life, up to now.

A SERIES OF SHOTS - VARIOUS

Valley Overlook - Night. Sentimental Boy (at 20) sits with 
Sweet Girl (at 18) in the parked ‘97 Accord. We watch through 
the back window, lights of the valley wide in front of them.

Back to Suburban Street. Sentimental Boy (24) watches the ‘97 
get towed away by the yellow truck.

Coastal Highway - Day. Summer sun. Sentimental Boy (at 21) 
and Sweet Girl (at 19) cruise windows down, blasting MUSIC. 
Sweet Girl’s blonde hair blows wild in the wind.

Vehicle Auction - Day. Dirt lot. The most a car goes for here 
is a thousand bucks. The ‘97 is up. The Auctioneer:

AUCTIONEER
Can I get two-fifty?

Silence -- no further bids.

AUCTIONEER
Sold! for two-hundred dollars.

Valley Overlook - Night. Sentimental Boy (at 22) sits with 
Sweet Girl (at 20) in the parked ‘97.



SENTIMENTAL BOY
Do you remember when I took you 
here, on our first date?

SWEET GIRL
Of course.

He reaches into his jacket pocket and pulls out a RING BOX.

Opens it to reveal a DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT RING. She GASPS!

Salvage Yard - Day. Interior of ‘97, similar angle as last, 
but now the car sits in a dusty lot, gutted for parts.

SENTIMENTAL BOY (V.O.)
By definition it was a junker. But 
if they saw what I saw in that car, 
they might not have said that. Or 
maybe they would have. Maybe most 
people are gutless pricks.

INT. BEDROOM - FRAT HOUSE - NIGHT

TWO SHIRTLESS DUDES stand over a bed, laughing at whatever’s 
on it. LOUD PARTY going on outside the room.

SHIRTLESS DUDE
What a dumb slut.

It’s Sweet Girl (at 17). Passed out, covers partially over 
her naked body.

A SERIES OF SHOTS - VARIOUS

Hospital Nursery - Day. Rows of newborn babies. One BABY GIRL 
in particular. A new FATHER and mother watch from the glass.

FATHER
You hear about those, switched at 
birth stories. I’m not taking my 
eyes off her.

Another Suburban Street - Day. Same FATHER, 16 years later, 
shuts the driver’s side door for his daughter, who sits in 
the driver’s seat. It’s SWEET GIRL (at 16), phone in hand.

FATHER
Keep your eyes on the road -- not 
on that phone.

She drops her phone into her PURSE on the passenger seat. 
Zips it shut.
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SWEET GIRL
Zipped. Not coming out.

INT. A NIGHTCLUB - NIGHT

Dance floor. Sweet Girl (at 18) dances with a group of 
friends. Something across the floor catches her eye:

Sentimental Boy (at 20) eyes the floor with a group of 
friends. Then, he sees Sweet Girl.

She breaks from her friends and begins making her way toward 
him.

He breaks from his friends and begins making his way toward 
her.

I/E. ‘97 ACCORD / HOLLYWOOD HILLS - TRAVELING

The 97’ Accord winds the hilly streets with Sentimental Boy 
and Sweet Girl inside, after having left the nightclub.

They look at each other and laugh.

EXT. VALLEY OVERLOOK

We’ve come full-circle: They park at the overlook, lights of 
the valley wide in front of them.

BACK TO:

EXT. SUBURBAN STREET - DAY

Sentimental Boy (24) watches the ‘97 get towed away by the 
yellow truck.

Sweet Girl (22), PREGNANT, walks up and stands at his side.

SWEET GIRL
I know you loved that car.

He turns to her.

SENTIMENTAL BOY
Yes. But I love you more.

He touches her belly. She smiles.

FADE TO BLACK.

THE END
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